
WAYS TO GET INVOLVED

There are some key critical cat management measures that

pet owners and the community can undertake. Cat owners are

responsible for their cat’s health and welfare including diet,

worming, and vaccinations. They are also responsible for

ensuring that their pets don't impact on native wildlife.

Subsidies are now available to help pet owners to fullfill their

responsibilities and ensure the safety of their pets as cat

control expands across the island. See over for more

information on:

Cat containment
Microchipping
Desexing
Volunteering your property for free-roaming cat control
Educating yourself and being a champion
Accessing subsidies.
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An integrated approach to the management of free-
roaming and domestic cats is vital to ensure that
strategies are complementary. Managing cats on
Norfolk Island requires a coordinated effort between
government agencies, non-government
organisations and individuals, with a suite of
approaches implemented across land tenures
(public and private).  
Surveys of cats to date show that most free-
roaming cats are found in open habitats, which are
usually closer to farmland and housing than forest
and coastal habitats.  This means two things:

the risk of free-roaming cats interacting with
domestic cats (found only in open areas in the
camera survey) is relatively high; and
private landholders are an essential part of the
solution.
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CONTAINMENT 
Designing wildlife friendly homes if you

are a cat owner

Cats should be kept indoors at night (house,
enclosure, shed or garage) and confined to
the property at all times both for the cat's
welfare, to prevent nuisance problems (for
instance, trespassing/spraying on private
property) occurring and to protect native
wildlife.
Cat spaces – there are some great ideas and
plans on-line for providing enrichment and
safety while protecting birds and wildlife. E.g.
See website https://catiospaces.com

MICROCHIPPING

All cats should be microchipped to
ensure they are permanently identified.
Owner contact details need to be kept
up to date with the microchip registry
(with the local vet). Owners may also
choose to use collars (e.g. reflective,
bells, name tags) on their cats to help
with the identification process.

DESEXING

Desexing domestic cats is a sure way of
preventing unwanted breeding of cats
on Norfolk Island. There is a high
number of domestic cats already on the
island and many more roaming free. A
reduction in free-roaming cats will be
aided greatly by desexing, in
conjunction with control of free-roaming
cats. This will now be made easier with
incentives for residents of Norfolk
Island.

CAT SURRENDER

If pet owners no longer want their cats they
should contact the local vet clinic to discuss
options for re-homing or humane
dispatchment.
Report sightings of free-roaming cats
to NINP 
NorfolkIslandNationalPark@environment.gov.au 

Tel +6723 22695
AVOID FEEDING FREE-ROAMING

CATS
This only provides cats with the resources
they need to breed successfully in the wild.
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Cat control has been occurring on Norfolk
Island for many years, primarily within the
national park and public reserves. Over the last
3 years alone, Norfolk Island National Park and
Norfolk Island Regional Council have controlled
approximately 360 cats (over thousands of
trap nights). Records from NINP going back to
1998 suggest that over 660 cats have been
controlled in the National Park to date, and with
the efforts of the Cat Welfare and Wildlife
Protection Association since 1992, and other
individual efforts to remove free-roaming cats
from the environment, this number would be
significantly higher.  
With the 2019 expansion of coordinated cat control
to private land, there is potential to have a much
greater impact on unwanted cat numbers across
the island.

HISTORY OF CAT CONTROL ON NORFOLK ISLAND

To extend the reach of cat control across Norfolk Island, NINP will be selecting key
geographic areas for targeted trapping on private land. The areas will be
advertised, and trapping will occur with willing landholders in each area on a
rotational basis. No cat control will take place in October of each year when the cat
surveys are occurring. 
If residents are happy for control of free-roaming cats to take place on their
property, they can get in touch with NINP
(NorfolkIslandNationalPark@environment.gov.au, Tel +6723 22695).
NINP is committed to the humane treatment of cats in the trapping process.  This
commitment will be demonstrated through:

the use of custom-built cage traps with perspex sides for ease of microchip
scanning
ensuring traps are covered in shade cloth and checked daily; and 
the use of staff/contractors who are trained in relevant cat control techniques
and follow a Standard Operating Procedure. 

 
If there is any indication that the trapped cat is domestic, it will be taken to
the vet and returned to the owner if identification is possible.

VOLUNTEER - AGREE FOR CAT CONTROL TO OCCUR
 ON YOUR PROPERTY

EXPANDING CAT CONTROL
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Read more about cats, responsible pet ownership and the issues cats create when allowed to roam.

FURTHER READING: 
EDUCATE YOURSELF AND BE A CHAMPION 

FOR CAT WELFARE AND WILDLIFE

ACCESSING SUBSIDIES FOR DOMESTIC CAT
MANAGEMENT ON NORFOLK ISLAND

 

'Cats in Australia: Companion and Killer'
(2019), a new book written by
researchers John Woinarski, Sarah
Legge and Chris Dickman about feral
cats and responsible pet ownership.
https://www.publish.csiro.au

'Among the Pigeons' (2019), authored by
ecologist Dr John Read balances the
allure of indoor cats with the animal
welfare, human health, and conservation
issues they create when allowed to roam.
https://www.readings.com.au

Process

Residents can now access a 50% subsidy for microchipping and desexing cats.

Designated clinics for half-price microchipping
and desexing of domestic cats will be
advertised throughout the year (at least 3
clinics per year while funding is available).
First clinic: 2nd-13th September 2019.
 
Call Norfolk Island Veterinary Clinic 
Tel +6723 23838.
First come, first served.
 
Note - cat registrations (via microchipping) will be
shared with Norfolk Island Regional Council.


